Abstract-For fixed W ∈ 0, 1 2 and positive integer N ≥ 1, the discrete prolate spheroidal wave functions (DPSWFs), denoted by U N k,W , 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1 form the set of the eigenfunctions of the positive and finite rank integral operator Q N,W , defined on L 2 (−1/2, 1/2), with kernel
Introduction
A breakthrough in the theory and the construction of the discrete prolate spheroidal wave functions is due to D. Slepian [17] , who has studied most of the properties, the numerical computations, as well as the asymptotic behaviours of the DPSWFs and their associated eigenvalues. Note that for fixed W ∈ 0, For the sake of simplicity of the notations an without loss of generality, we will only consider the N 0 = 0 in this work. As it will described later on, the DPSWFs's are closely related to their associated Discrete Prolate Spheroidal Sequences (DPSS's). These DPSS's are infinite sequences in 2 (C) with amplitude spectra supported in [−W, W ] and with coefficients most concentrated in the index range [[0, . . . , N − 1]]. The DPSS's sequences have been successfully used in various classical as well as fairly recent applications from the signal processing area. To cite but a few, the prediction of white noise random samples of discrete signals with bandwidth W 0 , [17] , the DPSS's based scheme for compressive sensing [7] , parametric waveform and detection of extended targets [21] and fast algorithms for Fourier extension [1] , etc.
It has been shown in [17] , that the solution of the energy maximization problem, associated with the DPSWF's is given by the first eigenfunction corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the following eigenproblem
sin(π(y − x)) h(y)dy = λh(x), x ∈ (−1/2, 1/2).
Therefore, the different DPSWF's U 
Moreover, we have
n e −iπ(N −1−2n)x , k = 1, k even; i, k odd.
Note that the matrix ρ N,W has the same spectrum as the integral operator Q W,N , that is the DPSWFs U N k,W and the corresponding truncated DPSS's V N k,W are associated with same eigenvalues λ k,N (W ). Also, it is interesting to note that the spectrum associated with the DPSWFs has some surprising similarities with the spectrum associated with the classical PSWFs, that have been introduced and greatly investigated since the early 1960's, by D. Slepian and his co-authors H. Landau and H. Pollak, see [10, 16, 17] . We recall that for a given real number c > 0, called the bandwidth, the PSWFs (ψ n,c (·)) n≥0 constitute an orthonormal basis of
, an orthogonal system of L 2 (R) and an orthogonal basis of the Paley-Wiener space B c , given by
Here, f denotes the Fourier transform of f ∈ L 2 (R). They are eigenfunctions of the Sinc-kernel operator defined on
Unlike the classical case, where there exist a rich literature on the behaviour and the decay rates (both asymptotic and non-asymptotic) of the eigenvalues λ n (c), see for example [4, 6, 9, 10, 16, 18] , the counterpart literature for the λ k,N (W ) is still very limited. The main existing decay rate result for the λ k,N (W ) is an asymptotic one and it goes back to [17] , where it has been shown that for fixed W ∈ 0, 1 2 and ε ∈ 0,
for some constants C 1 (W, ε), C 2 (W, ε) and N 1 (W, ε) ∈ N that depend on W, ε. The previous estimate is asymptotic and the dependence of the previous constants does not have explicit estimates. The previous decay rate has been recently generalized in [22] to the multiband DPSS's setting. Moreover, in this last reference and by using some advanced matrix analysis and computations techniques, the authors have given the following distribution of the λ k,N (W ). If W is an union of J pairwise disjoint intervals with W ⊂ − 
In this work, for c = πN W and by comparing the Hilbert-Schmidt norms Q W,N HS and Q c HS of the integral operators Q W,N and Q c , given by (2) and (7), we prove that for J = 1, we have
It can be easily checked that for J = 1, N ≥ 2 and πN W ≥ 1, our estimate (10) improves the estimate (9) . Also, the comparison of the previous Hilbert-Schmidt norms, together with the use of the Wielandt-Hoffman inequality, we prove that for sufficiently small W, the spectrum of Q W,N is well approximated in the 2 -norm by the spectrum of the Sinc-kernel operator Q c , c = πN W. More precisely, for any N ≥ 1 and W ∈ 0, 1 2 , we have
Also by taking advantage from a connection between the energy maximization problems associated to the DPSWFs and the classical PSWFs, ψ n,c with c = πN W, we prove the following unexpected and important result relating the λ N n,W and the λ n (c),
where π
Thanks to the estimate (12) , all the existing known asymptotic and non-asymptotic decay rates for the λ n (c) are transmitted to the λ n,N (W ). For example, based on the recent non-asymptotic estimates of the λ n (c), given in [6] , one concludes that under the condition that for sufficiently away from the plunge region of the spectrum, that is for 2 ≤ eπ 2 N W ≤ n ≤ N − 1, we have
Moreover, for n close to the plunge region around [2N W ], there exists a constant η > 0, such that
As applications of the DPSWF's that we consider in this work, we first get an estimate of the unknown constant appearing in the Turàn-Nazarov concentration inequality. Then, we check that there exists N 0 ≥ [2N W ] − 1, such that the eigen-space spanned by the first N 0 dilated DPSWFs
is approximated by the eigen-space spanned by the corresponding classical ψ k,c . Also, we check that these DPSWF's are well adapted for the spectral approximation of functions from the periodic Sobolev space H s per (−1/2, 1/2), s > 0. Finally, this work is organized as follows. In section 2, we give some mathematical preliminaries related to the properties and the computations of DPSWFs and DPSS's and their associated eigenvalues. Moreover, we give some first estimates for the eigenvalues associated with the DPSWF's. In section 3, we study some interesting connections between the DPSWFs and their corresponding classical ψ n,c , c = πN W. Based on these connections, we deduce various results on the distribution and the decay rates of the eigenvalues λ n,N (W ). Section 4 is devoted to the previous proposed applications of the DPSWF's. In the last section 5, we give some numerical examples that illustrate the different results of this work.
Mathematical preliminaries
In this paragraph, we first recall from the literature, some properties and computational methods for the DPSWFs and their associated eigenvalues. Also, we give some first estimates of the eigenvalues associated with the DPSWFs. These estimates are obtained in a fairly easy way by using the MinMax characterization of the eigenvalues of self-adjoint compact operators. More involved and precise estimates of the eigenvalues λ n,N (W ), is the subject of the next section 3.
We recall from [17] , that the DPSWFs (U x k e 2iπkt , find those sequences with amplitude spectra most concentrated on (−W, W ), that is solve the maximization problem
Note that the DPSWFs (U N n,W ) are periodic. They have period 1 if N is odd and period 2 if N is even. In either case we have
Also, the associated eigenvalues satisfy the following relation,
Moreover, the DPSWFs can be computed by using two schemes. The first scheme is given by (5) , that is an expansion with respect to the eigenvectors of the Toeplitz matrix ρ N,W , given by (4) . Note that from [17] and [22] , the matrix ρ N,W is the matrix representation of I N B W I * n , a composition of index-and band-limiting operators,
This is a consequence of the connection between the DPSWF's and their associated DPSS's. We should mention that the DPSS's are solutions of the following energy maximization dual problem.
Let B W be the Paley-Wiener space given by
Consequently, the DPSS's are solutions of the system of equations
For more details, see [17] . The second scheme for the construction of the DPSWF's is based on the computation of the eigenvectors of a Sturm-Liouville differential operator M W,N , commuting with the integral operator Q W,N , see for example [17] . This differential operator is given by
(19) Hence, the DPSWFs are also given in terms with the eigenvectors of M W,N . It is easy to check that
Consequently, the expansion coefficients in the basis {e iπ(N −1−2k)x , 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1} of the n-th DPSWFs (U N k,W ) are given by the components of the n-th eigenvector of the N × N tri-diadiagonal matrix σ(N, W ), with coefficients given by
It is interesting to note that by considering the finite rank and positive-definite integral operator Q W,N as an operator acting on the Hilbert space L 2 (−W, W ) and by using the Min-Max theorem for this operator, one gets the following lemma that provides us with a partial result related to the decay rate of the Q W,N . We should mention that the proof of this lemma mimics the technique used in [6] for proving a similar result concerning a decay rate of the λ n (c), the eigenvalues of the operator Q c , given by (7) and associated with the classical PSWFs. Lemma 1. For any real number 0 < W < 2 eπ and any integer N ≥ 2, we have
where
Proof: We first recall the Courant-Fischer-Weyl Min-Max variational principle concerning the positive eigenvalues of a self-adjoint compact operator A acting on a Hilbert space H, with eigenvalues arranged in the decreasing order λ 0 ≥ λ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n ≥ · · · . In this case, we have
where S n is a subspace of H of dimension n. In our case, we have
We consider the special case of
Here,
, where P k is the usual Legendre polynomial of degree k and sat-
. The normalization constant follows from the fact that
On the other hand, we have
Moreover, it is known that, see for example [15] 1 −1
where J α is the Bessel function of the first type and order α > 1. Further, the Bessel function J α has the following fast decay with respect to the parameter α,
Here, Γ(·) is the Gamma function, that satisfies the following bounds, see [2] that
From the previous inequality and (22), we deduce that
Then, by using (23), (27) and the Minkowski's inequality, one gets for k ≥ eπW (N − 1)/2,
The last inequality follows from the fact that for k ≥ eπW (N − 1)/2,
Hence, for the previous f ∈ S ⊥ n , and by using Hölder's inequality, and taking into account that f L 2 (I,ω W ) = 1, so that |a k | ≤ 1, for k ≥ n, one gets
The decay of the sequence appearing in the previous sum, allows us to compare this later with its integral counterpart, that is k≥n W eπ(N − 1) 2(k + 1)
Hence, by using (29) and (30), one concludes that
To conclude for the proof of the lemma, it suffices to use the previous Courant-Fischer-Weyl Min-Max variational principle.
3 The Spectrum associated with the DPSWF's: Behaviour and decay rates
In the first part of this section, we estimate the Hilbert-Schmidt norms of the two operators (2) and (7). As consequences, we give a comparison in the 2 -norm of the spectrum associated with the DPSWFs with parameters N, W and the spectrum associated with the classical PSWFs (ψ n,c ) n wih c = N πW. Also, we give a fairly precise estimate of the number of the eigenvalues λ k,N (W ) lying in the interval [ε, 1 − ε], where ε ∈ (0, 1/2). In the second part, we use the energy maximizations characterizations of the DPSWFs and the PSWFs, and get an interesting fairly precise upper bound of the eigenvalues λ n,N (W ) in terms of the eigenvalues λ n (c), for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1. As a consequence and by using the well established decay rates and behaviour of the λ n (c), we deduce similar results for the λ n,N (W ), with c = N πW. The following proposition provides us with an 2 -estimate of the spectrum of Q W,N by the spectrum of Q c . Note that since Q W,N is of finite rank, which is not the case for the operator Q c , then this 2 -estimate is done under the rule that λ k,N (W ) = 0, whenever k ≥ N.
Proposition 1.
Under the previous notation, for W ∈ (0, 
It is well know that λ k,W (c) = λ k,1 (cW ) = λ k (cW ), ∀W > 0. It is common to write λ k,1 (c) = λ k (c) and Q 1,c = Q c , where this later is given by (7). For W ∈ (0, 1 2 ), we let c N = πN and c = πN W. Then, we have
The last inequality is due to the fact that x → x sin x is increasing on [−2πW, 2πW ]. Consequently, by using (34) and (35), one gets
Finally, by using (33) and the previous equality together with Wielandt-Hoffman inequality, one gets
Next by comparing the Hilbert-Schmidt norms of the operators Q W,N and Q c , together with a precise estimate of T race(Q c ) − Q c 2 HS , we get the following theorem, showing that the eigenvalues λ k,W cluster around 1 and 0. Theorem 1. For any ε ∈ (0, 1/2) and any W ∈ (0, 
Proof:
dxdy, then using the new variables t = x W , u = y W , we get
That is for c = πN W, we have
with h W (t) = W Consequently, we have
By combining (39) and (40), one gets
On the other hand, from the proof of Lemma 2 of [3] , it can be easily checked that
By combining the previous two inequalities, one gets
Since T race( Q W,N ) = 2N W = 2c π , then by using the previous inequality, one gets
Finally, since ∀ ε ∈ (0, 1 2 ) and x ∈ (ε, 1 − ε) , we have
This conclude the proof of the theorem.
Remark 1.
We should mention that the upper bound given by (38) outperforms the bound given in [22] in the sense that
Remark 2. We should mention that our estimate of N (W, ε), the number of eigenvalues in the interval (ε, 1 − ε) and given by (38), is a non-asymptotic. It makes sense only if ε is not too small. Recently, in [11] , the authors have given the following asymptotic estimate of N (W, ε), which is valid for small values of ε,
The following theorem is one of the main results of this work. It gives a fairly good bound of each eigenvalue λ n,N (W ) in terms the corresponding eigenvalue λ n (c), with c = πN W and 0 ≤ n ≤ N −1. This allows us to generalize at ounce the various existing upper bounds for the classical eigenvalues λ n (c).
Theorem 2. Under the previous notation, for any integer N ≥ 1 and real W ∈ (0, 1/2), we have for c = N πW,
Proof: We first use a classical technique for the construction of a subspace of the classical bandlimited functions
This is done as follows. Let ϕ(·) ∈ L 2 (R), with Supp t ϕ ⊆ [−π, π] and let
, that is f ∈ B N π . By using Plancherel's equality, one gets
Also, from Parseval's equality, we have
By combining the previous two equalities, one gets
On the other hand, for W ∈ (0, 1/2), we have
Hence, for any f ∈ V N,ϕ , we have
In particular, for
Hence, for this choice of ϕ and by using (46), one concludes that for any polynomial
where, f N (t) = P N (e 2iπt )ϕ(t) ∈ V N,ϕ . Next, let S N be the subspace of sequences x x x = (x n ) n ∈ l 2 (C)
x k e 2iπkt . Also, we denote by s n , v n , the (n + 1)−dimensional subspace of S N and V N,ϕ , respectively. Note that the eigenvalues of the Sinckernel operator, are invariant under dilation of the time-concentration interval and translation and dilation of the bandwidth concentration interval. That is for τ, c > 0, we have λ(Q τ,c ) = λ(Q 1,τ c ) = λ(Q τ c ) or equivalently λ n,τ (c) = λ n,1 (τ c) = λ n (τ c). By using the previous properties as well as the Min-Max characterisation of this later, together with inequality (47), and the fact that V N,ϕ is a subspace of B (N +1)π , one gets
Here, A W = 2π 2 cos 2 (πW )
, U n is an (n + 1)−dimensional subspace of B N π and W n is an
The previous theorem allows us to extend some known estimates for the classical λ n (c) to the eigenvalues λ n,N (W ). In [6] , it has been shown that for any c > 0 and for any n ≥ max 2, ec 2 , we have λ n (c) ≤ e −(2n+1) log( 2 ec (n+1)) . By using the previous theorem, together with the previous non-asymptotic estimate of the λ n (c), one concludes that for any N ≥ 3 and any W ∈ 0,
for any N ≥ 3 and W ∈ 0,
. Moreover, it has been shown in [6] that for any
. This last estimate combined with the previous theorem, give us the following similar estimate
It is interesting to note that besides providing an explicit exponential decay rate for the λ n,N (W ), the estimate (48) provides us with estimates for the unknown constants C 1 (W, ε), C 2 (W, ε) appearing in the following asymptotic decay rate, given in [17] 
More precisely, by comparing (48) and (50) 
4 Applications.
In this paragraph, we give two applications of the DPSWF's. The first application is related to a lower bound estimate for the constant appearing in the Turàn-Nazarov concentration inequality, see [14] . The second applications deals with the quality of approximation by the DPSWFs of Bandlimited functions and functions from periodic Sobolev spaces.
Let us first recall the following Turàn-Nazarov type concentration inequality. Let T be the unit circle and let µ be the Lebesgue measure on T, normalized so that µ(T) = 1, then for every 0 ≤ q ≤ 2, every trigonometric polynomial
and every measurable subset E ⊂ T, with µ(E) ≥ 1 3 , we have
Here, A is a constant independent of q, E and n. Since, the DPSWFs U N n,W are given by
then by combining and inequality (52) with q = 2 and E = (−W, W ) where 1/6 ≤ W < 1/2, one gets
In particular, for n = N − 1, W = 
Here, π D (A) denotes the orthogonal projection over the space spanned by the first eigenfunctions of the operator A. In the sequel, we let L W,N denote the operator defined on
Then it is easy to check that the
are eigenfunctions of L W,N , with the same associated eigenvalues λ k,N (W ) as the usual DPSWF's. In the special case where for c = πN W, the operators A and A + B are given by Q c , and L W,N , respectively, we obtain the following proposition that gives us an approximation of eigenspaces spanned by classical PSWFs and the corresponding DPSWFs. 
Proof: We first recall that in [18] and for a fixed b ≥ 0, c > 0, the author has given the following limit result for λ n (c),
In this section, we give three examples that illustrate the different results of this work. (4) . The corresponding eigenvalues λ n (c) associated with the classical PSWFs are computed with high precision by using the method given in [12] . In Table 1 , we have listed the 2 -approximation error corresponding to both sequences of eigenvalues as predicted by proposition 1. In Figure 1 |f α (t) − π N f α (t)| ≈ 4E − 10.
That is π N f α provides us with a surprising high approximation of the f α . Note that this Weierstrass function has been already used in [5] to test the quality of approximation of functions from the Sobolev spaces H s (−1, 1) by the classical PSWFs ψ n,c . The previous two approximation errors and the numerical results given in [5] , indicate that the DPSWFs outperform the classical PSWFs for this kind of spectral approximation. In fact, with fewer expansion coefficients, for this example, the DPSWFs provide better approximation of this Weierstrass function. This indicates that a DPSWF's based scheme for the approximation of Sobolev spaces over compact intervals can be complementary to the proposed similar schemes based on the classical PSWFs, that have been studied in [5, 19, 20] .
